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CHAPTER I

SERGEI PROKOFIEV

Sergei. Prokofiev was the product of a middle class back-.

ground. He was born on April 23, 1891 in the small Russian village

of Sontsovka, the son of Sergei and Marya Prokofiev. He was very

fortunate in having a mother who was a rather accomplished pianist

and she began his musical training at a very early age.

One of my first recollections of music, the composer
relates, is the following: One evening as I lay in
bed, from far off (four rooms away in the spacious
country home) came the sound of a Beethoven sonata
(r a Chopin waltz. My mother was playing. They ..

had put me to bed . . . but I lay there listening.-

Both of his parents took a firm hand in the young Prokofiev s

training, both musical and academic. His mother was constantly

ordering new music from. Moscow and playing only the best of it for

him. Following these playing sessions they would discuss the good

and bad aspects of the piece.

Besides his formal training at home Prokofiev's musical

experience was enriched by the musical impressions that were a

part of the Ukrainian village in which he lived. There can be

1

IIsrael V. Nestyev, Prokofiev (Stamford, 196.0), p. 3.



little doubt that his "feeling for Russian national melody can be

traced to his childhood years in the village.-" 2

He began composing early, and by the time he .was eight years

old he had written several piano pieces and a complete opera, with-

out the vocal parts. In the area of composition and theory

Prokofiev's first real instructor was Reinhold Gliere, a rather

remarkable young man that Prokofiev labeled a "born teacher. "3

Gliere was able to guide the young Prokofiev through difficult

exercises by alternating periods of work with periods of play and

games. Prokofiev was very fond of Gliere and their mutual respect

for each other brought them into a warm and lasting friendship.

In 1907 Prokofiev went to St. Petersburg to take the entrance

examinations for the conservatory. By this time he had written

several other works, and when he arrived for the special theory

examining board headed by Rimsky-Korsakov, "the spectacle of a boy

armed with four operas, a symphony, two songs and a heap of piano

pieces made a deep impression on them." 4 He passed the examination

and therefore became one of the few musicians "who can claim the

honor of having studied orchestration under Rimsky-Korsakov, harmony

and counterpoint under Lyadov, and conducting under Tcherepnin." 5

2 fsrael V. Nestyev, Sergei. Prokofiev, His Musical Life (New
York, 1946), p. 5.

3 Sergei Prokofiev, Autobiography (Moscow, 1959), p. 19.

4 Nestyev, Prokofiev, p. 16.

5 Gerald Seaman, "The Many-Sidedness of Prokofiev,", The
Listener, 61 (April 9' 1959), 647.
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It is with his entrance into the conservatory at St. -'Peters-

burg that Prokofiev begins the first period of his' creative life

which lasted until 1918. The other two periods are the foreign

period (1918-1933) which he spent in the United States and France,

and his Soviet period, which began upon his return to Russia in

1933 and lasted until his death in 1953 6

-The years spent at the conservatory were not the happiest of

his life, and he frequently argued with many of his professors.

Prokofiev found Lyadov's classes in harmony extremely dull. This

can be attributed in part to Lyadov, who felt that teaching "kept

him away from his favorite occupation--composing." 7  Lyadov also

berated .the young Prokofiev when he brought in original solutions

to counterpoint problems that were too harsh sounding or crude, and

would suggest that he should be studying with Richard Strauss or

Debussy. 8

He 'constantly. quarreled with Rimsky-Korsakov and often led

"that sedate and scholarly gentleman into -intricate discussions,

which invariably afforded Prokofiev an opportunity to crack a few

jokes. "'

Prokofiev certainly failed to take advantage of Rimsky-

'Korsakov's instruction and "deeply xegre'tted that because of his

6 Nestyev, Prokofiev, p. 454.

7 Victor Seroff, A Soviet Tragedy (New York, 1968), p. 44.

8 Nestyev, _Prokofiev, p. 26.

9.Ren.a Moisenko., Realist Music (London, 1949), p. 174.
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youth he had. failed to appreciate fully the opportunity of. close .

contact with that comaposer."l- Oi

In his conducting 'teacher, Tcher epnin,...Prokofi ev f ound one

who was considered by the other faculty to be a modernist and who

encouraged his own modernistic- tendencies. Tcherepnin, while

supporting Prokofiev?.s innovative ideas, "succeeded in imbuing

him with respect for the classical tradition."1 . It was also

under Tcherepnin that Prokofiev rekindled his -interest in the

symphony orchestra.. In 1909 Prokofiev graduated from the class of

composition and in 1914 he was graduated from the classes of piano

and conducting with honors.

Up until this time Prokofiev's creative output contained five

elements which he himself explains in his autobiography. The first

is "classical," and can be traced back to the training he received

from his mother and Tcherepnin. The second element is that of

"innovation." The third is the "motor" or rhythmic element which

is prominent throughout his music. The fourth, and. considered most

important by Prokofiev, is the "lyrical". element, and the last is

the ' "grotesque" or Scherzo quality found in his music.

Some of the works written in this first period were the

opera Undine, Dreams and Autumnal Sketch for orchestra, Symhony

in E Minor, the First Piano Concerto* in D Flat, the Classical

Symphony, -and a host of piano works including Diabolic Suggestions.

lONestyev, Prokofiev, p. .463.
1lNestyev, Musical Life, p. 18.
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After graduation from the conservatory Prokofiev divided his

time be teen composing. and cancer t eng agements.. "As a pi anist,

Prokofiev is magnificent; his technique is superb; his interpretary

style unique." 1 2

In 1918. Prokofiev left Russia on a world tour. After stops

in Japan and. Hawaii he arrived in the United States in August of

that sAme year. This is the beginning of his "foreign" -period.

Prokofiev's first piano recital at Aeolian Fall in New York

City produced sharply divided opinions. among the critics. "Per-

sonally, I cannot imagine how any musician of sane mind would write

so many formless and impressionistic vaporings- spontaneously,".

wrote the critic for the New York'Her aid. 1 3 At the other end of

the spectrum was this. comment- by a reviewer .for the New York

Tribune: "He. is one of the most stimulating composers that the

Land of Unlimited Trouble has sent us in many moons." 1 4 -

After several unsuccessful bouts with the New Yoik critics

Prokofiev went to Chicago, where his reception was indeed much warmer.

The performance of his Scythian Stite was well received and. the

critics ? reviews were very complimentary and encouraging. While in

Chicago he received a commission from the Chicago Opera Company to

write an opera. The result was Love of Three Oranges. iHe completed

it iA 1919; but due to circumstances beyond his control, it was not

12Moisenko, o. ci ., p. 175.

1 3 Nestyev, Prokofiev, p. 170.

1
.bid.
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produced until 1921. During the interim he made several successful

concert tours of Europe.

When the opera was' finally produced in Chicago, it was a

success; and when the company performed it in. New York, it was

well received there also. But' the critics still made Prokofiev

feel "as if a pack of mad hounds had been let loose and torn my

pants to shreds." 1 5 Another important work written while in

America was the Third Piano Concerto,which premiered in Chicago in

1921.

Two years later, -in 1923, still dissatisfied with his progress,

he moved to Paris, where he lived for the next ten years. At this

time Paris was considered the center of modern music, and much- to

Prokofievts surprise, his Violin Concerto was criticized for being

"too lucid and not sufficiently complex." 1 6  During this time in

Paris, Prokofiev's compositions were overshadowed by Parisian

artistic movements which at that time tended toward "soulless

experimentation in the matter of melodic line,. rhythm and harmonic

coloration."17 -

During his stay in Paris he continued to write a considerable .

amount of music. "Prokofiev was always a prolific composer, and

he attributed his compositional speed to the fact that he jotted

down all his ideas in notebooks." 1 8

1 5 Seroff, . cit., p. 120.

16Nestyev, Prokofiev, p. 209..

1 7 Moisenko, o. c i., p. 176.

1 8 Se aman, o2, cit. , p. 646.
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Some of the works attribu ted to this period are the ballets

L Pas dtacier, (The Steel Leap),. _The Prodigal Son, and Sur. e

Borysthine; the cantata Seven, They Are Seven; the Third Symphny

based on themes from The Flaming Angel; Divertissement for orches-

tra; and several piano works.

In 1933 Prokofiev. decided to return to Russia to stay; con-

cerning that decision the French critic Serge Moreux quotes Proko-

fiev as saying:

The air of foreign lands does not inspire- me
because I am Russian, and there is nothing more
harmful to a man than to live in exile, to be in
.a spiritual climate incompatible with his race. I
must again immerse myself in the atmosphere of my
homeland--I must once again see real winter and
spring. I must hear Russian speech and talk with
the people dear to me. This will give me what I
lack here, for their songs are my songs. Here I'm
restive, I'm afraid of falling into academism. Yes
my friend, I 'm going home !1 9

With his arrival in Russia begins Prokofiev's most productive

and profound period of his life. Even though he wrote many works

in Paris, there is no comparison to his output after his" return to

Russia. In the five years following his return he wrote no less

than twenty-seven works.

His first is the still popular Lieutenant Kije, originally

music for a children's film; and in 1936 he wrote his famous ballet

Romeo and Juliet. These were followed by Russian Overture, Alexan-

der Nvs ky, Concerto No. 2 in G Minor for Violin, Summer Day for

small orchestra , and the immor tal Peter and the Wolf.

1 9 Serge Moreux, "Through the Eyes of a Friend," Musik der Zeit,
No. 5 (Bonn, 1953), 14.
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In a vdry short time he assumed- position of first impor-

tance in -Soviet musical. life. And as Nicholas Slonimsky remarked,

,a
his music became "probably the greatest. single influence in Soviet

music."20 In 1943 he was awarded the Stalin Prize for his seventh

piano .sonata, Stalingrad.

And then without warning he was in disgrace. :On February 10,

1948, the Central Committee of the Communist Parts issued a public

resolution saying that "Russian composers had allowed themselves to

be infected by Western musical thinking, with the result that the

complex, dissonant, iconoclastic music they wrote was far removed

21
from the masses."2

Prokofiev was one of the main targets of this attack,'and yet

his music was the exact opposite. "His music is predominantly

melodious, harmonically and contrapuntally clear." 2 2  In some
instances he used dissonance for descriptive purposes, but it was

"almost always conceived as .purely functional and inevitably gave

way to clear and accepted harmonies." 2 3

20David Ewen, The sWorld of 20th Century Music (Englewood
Cliffs, N. J., 1968), p. 577.

2 1 Ibid.

?Rober t Sabin, "Prokofiev, A Classicis-t but. Decadent,":

Musical America, 71 (Dec. 15, 1951), 5.

2 3 Nestyev, Prokofiev, p. 467.
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Prokofitev did not deserve this scathing denouncement of his

work. His music above all else is "Russian" .and he constantly

strove "to discover a fresh musical language attuned to the epoch

of Socialism," as Prokofiev wrote in the Soviet Press.2 4

Prokofiev appears as a phase of- reaction of the
absolute against an esthetics that had loaded music
with philosophy, mysticism and literature. His native
tendency was to bring music back to the world of pure
sound, to draw it down from the infinite and intangible
to . nearer and family ar spheres. 2 5

James Bakst in A History of Russian Soviet Music states:.

"Prokofiev developed Russian. national intonations by integrating

elements of his melodic style with elements of Russian folklore."

After this denunciation the rebuked composer lost no time in

trying to gain official favor. Prokofiev in a letter to a fellow

composer, Khre.nnikov states: "The existence of formalism in some

of my works is probably expl1ained by a certain self-complacency,

an insufficient realization of the fact that it is completely un-

wanted by the public. n26

In his oper a, Tale, a aRe. Man, Prokofiev attempted to

correct the "errors" in his music as seen by the Central Committee.

He does not completely succeed, and not until his oratorio, On Guard

for Peace, and a vocal-symphonic suite, Winter Bonfire, does he find

final acceptance . In 1951 he again was awarded the Stalin Prize.

2 4 '4oisenko, o. cit., p. 177.

254. Sabaneyev, "Russiats Strong Man, " Mod. Music, 4.

2 6David Ewen, o . cit., p. 578.



Prokofiev died on March 5, 1953. He continued to compose

until the very end and- died quite suddenly from suffocation, As

fate would have it, his death was overshadowed by the death of

Josef Stalin, who died three hours after Prokofiev.



CHAPTER II

ALEXANDER NEVSKY

Prokofiev's ability to write music for a com-
paratively popular medium and yet to maintain the
highest artistic integrity and standards was proven
by Alexander Nevsky. Although originating as motion
picture music, it is nevertheless one of the composers
finest creations, a work of great dignity and power0

1

The film is built around the Russian defense of Novgorod in

1242 against the invading Knights of the Teutonic Order and was

directed by Sergei Eisenstein in collaboration with Dimitri

Vasiliev. Prokofiev had long admired the . work of Eisenstein, and

was delighted when asked to do the sound track.. "Nothing could

have better suited Prokofiev s talent, his natural predilection

for concrete, visual images than the dynamic and many-faceted art

of the motion picture." 2

Prokofiev had been to Hollywood during his stay in the United

States and had observed the making of films, especially the tech-

niques of recording the sound tracks, which he later used and re-

vised for his own purposes. Prokofiev realized from the beginning

the importance of the musical scare (in films), and he criticized

the " Qanti-musical' tendencies of culturally underdeveloped

directors.1n 3 He had nothing in this way to fear from Eisenstein

1 Ewen, op. cit., p. 593.

2Nestyev, Prokofiev, p. 249. 3Ibid.

II
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for he found "that in addition to being. a brilliant director,

Eisenstein was a keen musician." 4  They worked very close.ly

together and used every conceivable method to create the most

suitable music possible.

On one occasion Prokofiev was having a particularly hard time

conceiving the sound .that Eisenstein wanted.

Seeing that we were getting nowhere, I ordered some
'prop' instruments shot, these being played (without
sound) visually and projected the results for Prokofiev--
who almost immediately handed me an exact 'musical equiva-
lentt to that visual image of pipes and drtummer's which I
had ahown him.5  (See figure 1, page 13.)

Other methods of obtaining a perfect integration of music and

film were tried. "There are sequences in which the shots were cut

to a previously recorded music-track," and there "are sequences for

which the entire piece of music was written to a final cut ting of

the picture." 6

Prokofiev also experimented with . the actual recording of the

music. He took a very personal interest in this and often was

present at the recording sessions. He suggested placing the horns

and. trumpets in one studio and the chorus in another. This re-

quired the mixing of three sound sources, which at that time,

4 Seroff, 2p. it., p. 215.

series Eisenstein, The Film Se (N.Y., 1942), pp. 158-159,

6Jay Leyda, TNO, A Histor of the Russian and Soviet Film
(N,Y., 1960), p. 351.
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V -,

Fig. of tho shots from Alexander. i;;shown to Nev
Eisentrcin (see pages 158-159), to which the composer rote his

"musical equivalent."
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was not a standard practice.* In another instance. hn noted that

too powerful a sound played directly into a microphone would dis-

tort the recording. He' used this to good advantage.

When the music characterizing the German
crusaders was being recorded, he had the .musicians
play the fanfares directly into the microphones;
the result was a harsh, snarling sound which
sharpened and exaggerated the themes of the
Teutonic Knights.

The film was first shown in Russia on December 1, 1938, and

was a great success. This was due in large part to the mutual

respect that Eisenstein and. Prokofiev shared for each other.

When the film was shown in the United States, it received

excellent reviews; but Eisenstein still felt that one aspect of the

film was still being overlooked. "I think there could be more

said about the visual and sound unity and composition: in some. of

the sequences .we've reached with Prokofiev the results. I was dream-

ing about pretty long ago."9

While he was composing the film score, Prokofiev "realized

that he had here the materials for -a major musical composition. He

extracted the most graphic pages of his score, amplified and ex-

tended them, and developed the whole into a cantata." 1 0

The cantata has seven sections or pictures and is founded on

the lofty patriotic idea as expressed by the hero of the movie,

Duke Alexander Nevsky: "If a stranger visits Rus, he is welcome to

7 seroff, o. cit., p. 216.

8 Nestyev, Prokofidv, pp. 294--295.

9 Leyda, o.. ci t . , p. 350. E10 wen, o ci., p. 594.
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come as a guest; but if he comes with a sword., by the sword shall

he perish. By that st ands and shall stand the Russ ian .and.

The seven sections are

I. "Russia Under the Mongolian Yoke" In sombre
music the composer evokes. the feeling of desolation that
seizes Russia -following the Tartar invasion in the middle
of the thirteenth century.

II. "Song of Nevsky" With ringing, soaring lines of
music the chorus raises its voices in praise of the
hero, Nevsky, who has- helped bring about the defeat of
the Swedes on the Neva River.

III. "Crusaders in Pskov" The Teutonic Knights,
masquerading as religious crusaders, are depicted in
music that pointedly combines Gregorian cadences with
brutal, modern harmonies and sonorities.

IV. "Arise, Ye Russian People" The people of Russia
are urged to rise against th~e invaders, the music now
reflecting the intensity of this sentiment.

V. "The Bat tle on the Ice" A gruesome realism tic
picture is drawn of the savage battle on Lake CThud.

VI. "Field of the Dead" Grief for the. dead, ex-
pressed in a song by a Russian girl, mingles with the
exaltation of patriotism.

VII. "Alexander t s Entry Into Pskov" A grandiose
hymn of triumph is sounded by "chcrus and orchestra
to celebrate the victory of Nevsky as he enters with
glory into the city of Pskov.12

The cantata .required much extra work in developing it from

the film score. Some movements were basically the same, but most.

had to be reworked and expanded. Prokofiev was very careful to

make sure that the cantata had an inner logic of its own and not

just a random selection of excerpts from the film. The general

l
1Moisenko,o ci t., p. 181.

12Een, . ., p. 594.



structure has certain features of the sonata form. The first four

movements serve as the - introduction and exposition, the fifth is

the development of the main theme and the last movement serves as

a recapitulation. 1 3

The orchestration of the cantata .is typically Prokofian and

is "laudable, economic- and clear." 14  With only a few instruments

he can paint startlingly real "musical" pictures for the listener.

A good .example of this is the first- movement.. "The coImbi nation of

the very high and very low registers of these instruiients, moving

in unison four octaves apart, creates an unusual effect which

heightens the feeling of a vast and desolate Russian landscape." 1 5

The. ins trument ation is standard except for the addition of a

tenor saxophone, which is used to imitate the sound of a "gusli ,"

a Russian national instrument having a round concave body, parch-

ment soundboard, and one horsehair string. 1 6

Prokofiev kept Alexander Nevsky on a level -that -the Russian

people could understand and incorpor ated many other means, besides

that of orchestrat-ion, to do this.

in the second movement there "is an obvious relationship be-

tween the principal melody of this chorus and the traditional

Russian folksong; the byliny."1 7

13N1'4estyev, Prokofiev, p. 299.

1 4 Soviet Press as quoted in Realist Music, p. 183.

1 5 Nestyev, Prokofiev, p. 300.

? .e , 17
~~Moisenko, op. pit., p. 39. -Ibid., p. 300.
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The third movement contains the .musical description of the

Catholic Teutonic Knights. The composer gives us a good idea of

what he went through tCo make this m_,ovemenit relevant to today s

audience.

As the action is laid in the 13th century I was
above all interested to know what music was sung by
the Catholics at that period. I got hold of a book
containing a collection of Catholic chants 6f various
periods, but this music was so strange to us that it
was impossible to use in the film. No doubt the Teu-
tonic Knights, going into battle, sang it with frenzy
but to modern ears it would have sounded cold and ex--
pressionless. So I was obliged to compose for the
Knights music that would sound more apt to contemporary
listeners. 18

In the fourth movement he creates a very "Russian" song that

calls the people to arms. "In its harmonic structure, which alter-

nates between C minor and E flat major, it is quite akin to

Russian folk song." 1 9

The fifth movement is the most developed of all the' sections.

It vividly paints the scene on Lake Chud from early dawn until the

enemy re:ishes beneath the ice. The use of dissonance and over-

laying of the main themes against a very rhythmic background pro-

duces the mos t dramatic moments in the cantata.

The aria "The Field of the Dead" in the sixth movement conveys

its Russign nature through its melody and harmonization.

"In Alexander Nesky, Prokofiev comes forth as a poet of

Russia, exrtolling her vast spaces, the expanse of her fields, and

the might of her people. <20

Nestyev, Prokofiev, p. 3O2 lbid, , p, 45%



CHAPTER III

PROKOFIEV'S USE OF THE BRASS SECTION

In Prokofiev's Alexander Nevsky the brasses play an IM-.

portant part in the overall effectiveness and descriptive power

of the work.

The brass section called for can be classified as the tradi-

tional section in a score which employs woodwinds by threes:

4 Horns
3 Trumpets
3 Trombones
I Tuba

The brasses in the score are all written in C, a practice

that Prokofiev was fond of and one that he wanted to see adopted

by other composers. The brasses are not over-used in any section

of this work. Further, it is the manner in which they are- used

that is of the utmost importance to this study.

"Russia under the Mongol'ian Yoke"

"The first movement is a remarkable tone picture of the vast,

empty Russian landscape, remarkable above all for the economy of

the means employed."? 2  (See Figure 2, page 19.)

Out of a total of forty-two measures, the brasses are only used

in thirteen of those measures; and yet it is because of the brasses,

lWalter Piston, Orchestration (New York, 1955),p. 207

2Moisenko, o. cit., p. 38.

18
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partc:i.arly the tuba, that the movement achieves its objective.

Of the thirteei -easures using brass, the tuba appears in eleven.

In the first (four measures the tuba, in relationship to the strings,

leaves an indelible imprint on the listener's memory. The first

sound covers a span of five octaves with the tuba serving as the

O. _r SOLO

-I - - r-sT.

-s2s ____s __.____te_

i '-. Is N ra I.
C1. b.IF ~ -~

s - e. e te -n. -

; -

- -P

Fig;. 2--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, I, measures 1-7

foundation. The tuba note is doubled by the basses and celii, but

it is the tuba sound that predominates. In the first few measures

the tuba is performing its normal function, that of contributing
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"massive solidity to the bass of the orchestral tutti, doubling

the bass instruments at the unison or octave below."3

_____-=re __ _ __-=

- _--

Cil I-g -f-=- -+r-amity a 7-- ________ - c - º ca ._______

Fig..-- 3-Pooiv lxne Nvk,I esrs81

In Figure 3 the second trumpet enters in the low register

which Prokofiev favors, producing a color that is in keeping with

the descriptive nature of the movement. This t essitura of the

trumpet is used frequently for its very distinctive timbre. In

using the trumpet this way, Prokofiev gets away from the "traditional

flourish of trumpets and drums." 4

The entrance of the second trumpet also reinforces the oboe

line and helps control the "natural tendency to loudness and even

coarseness" 5 that the oboe possesses in this lower register .

3 Piston, op. cit., p. 290.

4
Ibid., p. 249.

_Ibid., p. 152.
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Figb. 4-rkfe,AeadrNvk,Imesrs1-13
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Fig. 4--Prokofiev, Alexander. Nevski, I, measures 11-13

In Figure 4 the entrance of the tuba brings emphasis to the

dissonance ip measure ten and prepares the listener for the climax

in measure eleven. In measure eleven the horns enter on a dissonant

chord, but the effect is lessened by the use of mnute-A. 1h their

first entrance the horns re used in a traditional way to reinforce

the, harmo.iic structure and give added weight to the dissonant

climnax of -Lhe measure, The first trumpet enters in measure eleven,

also muted, which results in a "nasal" quality that ad'ds to the

descriptive element. Again it is -the tuba that pre'.31uti nates be-

cause of the low register in which it enters, and the fact that his

E is an anticipation of the resolution to the dominant seventh



chord in measure twelve. In Figure 5 the tuba enters again in a

recapitulation of the opening theme of the movement,

Ell f w. rp II A

C. II -

-I -,-11iN - - -
- ____ * -r~t ,ºX rY -- -- --- P--7 - T--
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V. ~- --- __ --_

"A y_ _ __ 1 _ _ _ ___31Rfi ~

-- r:. -A f - --- -j_-

C . C - z...z r ~-l-zzz _

Fig 5--Prokofiev, Alexander .Nevsky, I, measures 27-34

That the first movement ends with a clear tonal image of

Ru.ssials vastness is due in part to the special scoring for the

brass section by Prokofiev.

"Song about Alexander Nevsky"

In this second section it is again the tuba that performs the

predcominarnt brass role. The brasses are used in twenty-eight of

the ninety measures that comprise this second section, and the tuba

appears in all but one of those twenty-eight measures. The only

other brasses used are the horns, which appear in eleven measures.
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The second section is primarily a choral iovemaent with the

orchestra serving as the accompaniment . It is a good example of

the simplicity that Prokofiev strove for in his orchestration.

The "Song about Alexander Nevsky" is a r ec alli ng of "the pr e-

vious exploits of Prince Alexander Nevsky in repelling a Swedish

invasion, and from the first entrance o. the tuba, a reflective

quality permeates the music. The tuba in measures one through

eight, (See Figure 6, page 24. ) carries the responsibility of the

harmonic progression. The basses somewhat reinforce the tuba in

measures one, three, five and seven; but the tuba playing the sus-

tained notes becomes the mainM bass instrument.

The use of the tuba in this texture is riot traditional but

certainly contributes to the "Russian" quality that is evident from

the very beginning. It is also interesting to note the dynamic

level, piano., It is not uncommon for the. tuba to play Uiano in

this register; but a great deal of control on. the part of the per-

former is needed to play softly with the strings, as opposed to

playing a piano passage in which all of the brasses are used.

In Figure 7 the tuba cadences with the strings t'o 'bring the

lento section of this movement to an end. (See Figure 7, page 25.)

The use of the tuba in the last two measures seems to give .a feeling

of finality to the section that would not be achieved by the string

basses alone.

6 Abraham. op. cit., p. 38.
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Fig. 6--Prokofiev, Alexander Nesk , II, measures 1-10.

In the Piu mosso section (see Figure. 8, page 26), the tuba

takes on another role-, that being rhythmic as well as harmonic.

In measure thirty-five while the double basses are doubling the

vocal part, the tuba plays the root of the g minor triad and also

emphasizes the fact that the measure is in 3/4 meter.
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Fig. 7--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, TI, measures 21-29

Measures thirty-nine through Torty-five (see Figure 9, page

27) return to the original slow tempo; and the tuba is seen in

still a third role, that of being a melodic instrument.

Through these measures the tuba doubles the bass line of the

chorus an octave lower, giving the sound a very virile quality.

This doubling also seems to strengthen the feeling of nationalism

conveyed by the words "For our great land, our native Russian land."

In measure forty the horns enter in their characteristic role

of providing a harmonic background. Prokofiev's choice of the

horns at this point compliments the vocal timbre, which is comprised

of the basses alone.

The next entrance of the tuba in measure fifty (see Figure 10,
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page 28), is charact-ristic of roko i.ev but not oºf normal. tuba

writing. The tuba is treated as a solo Ioice added to the chorus

and strings, playing the roots of the harmonic progression. Pro-

kofiev further adds to the effectiveness of this two measure
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xaF. R--Prokofiev, A lexander Ncv-isky, TI, measures 34-38
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figure by writing the tuba part in contrary motion to the strings

and chorus.

Col.
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rig. 9--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, II, measures 39-47
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Fig. lO--PFrokofiev, Alexander _Nevsky, II, measures 48-54 -

The horn entrance in measure e igh ty--three is i n perfect

agreement with the spirit of the words "Rise to arms, arise.

(See Figure 11, page 29ke)
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The harmony progresses from a B flat chord on the first beat to

perfect fifths on the second, to a dominant- C chord minus, the third

in .measure eighty-four, so that the progression goes from con-

sonnance to dissonance as the call to arms is sounded by the

chorus, The harmonic movement is coupled with an increase in

dynamic level. Thus, the entrance of the tuba emphasizes even

more strongly. the open harmony of measure eighty--four. The actual

horn writing is in keeping with the usual practice of writ ing the

first and third horn parts high, and the second and fourth parts

low.

Again, the tuba lends a strong feeling of finality with the

entrance of low B flat in the last measure.

"The Crusaders in Pskov"

The third movement describes the sacking of Pskov by the

Teutonic Knights, and it is in this movement that Prokofiev uses

the brasses most effectively. In this movement the brass section

is used to portray the inhumane and barbaric qualities of the

invaders.

Out- of the eighty measures in this section the brasses are

employed in sixty. This movement deals. with war and cruelty, two

emotions that the brasses are often used to depict; and yet

Prokofiev succeeds in putting his own stamp of individuality on

this ancient theme.

In his brass wri ting for this movement Prokof iev uses less

than a common approach, as can. be seen in Figure 12, page 31.
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Fig. 12--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, III, measures 1-8

The first chord is very dissonant and for a good reason. The

basic chord is a C# minor triad with a B# sounding against it. It

is interesting to note just how dissonant it does sound, and then to

realize that the B# is only present in one voice, the second trom-

bone. The strength of this note can be attributed in part to the

voicing of the trumpets. Not only are the trumpets in their low

register, but the second and third trumpets are in mutes. This use

of open and mutad trumpets simultaneously adds a definite harshness

to the sound; but at the same time, it prevents them from overpowering

tea other parts.. in addition to this the first and second htors

are doubling the trumpet note in octaves, but on their instrument

the C# predominates over the trumpets. The iorns are also senza

soe(without mute) at this point. The third and fourth horns are

playing the fifth of the chord, G#, in octaves in a range that

blends well with the trombones. The first trombone is the only

insturuert playing the third, E, and this merely proves once again

the strength of that particular note of the triad.
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The principal reason fCor the distinctive sound in this mea-

sure is due to the fact that, minus the tuba part, all the parts

lie within the range of one octave. The tuba being an octave lower

reinforces the moving part and adds depth to the chord.

The tension abates somewhat as the tuba and third trombone

move down to the Ck (B#); but when they reach the B4, it becomes

even more dissonant. Now there is the sonority of a C# minor- triad

sounding against a B# and a B%. The dissonance is strengthened

further by the first trumpets and the first and second horns re-

peating their notes on the second beat of the measure. This,

coupled with the movement of the third trombone and tuba, serves

to provide momentum within the measure. Measures three and four

provide a slight release of tension accompanied-by a marked low-

ering of the dynamic level, but the dissonance is still present in

the moving trombone and tuba parts.

In Figure 13 the opening motive has been transposed to A

minor, and the spacing has been widened considerably. The same

.fi

T I ___________ Jr

05c..

Fig. 13-"-Prokof tiev, Alexander~ Ne'vsky, 11I1, measuress 9--13



dissonant relationships are present in the harniony, but the expan-

sion of range makes this passage even more striking than when.first

heard.. The trumpets are now in a register that is very penetrating

and powerful. This is true of all the parts.
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mock reli:ousness: and the nature of the figure, mentioned in the

previous paragraph, up a step then dovrn one-half step, yields a

sense of foreboding that reminds the listener that beneath the

33
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exterior of the crusaders lies cruelty and treachery. Prokofi.ev

further supports this idea in measure eighteen, where the' horns and

tuba. together produce a perfect fifth followed by a perfect fourth.

In this same figure the horns are also leaping an. octave, further

strengthening the hollow sound of the fourth.

In Figure 15 the horns and trombones state the fanfare that

represents the Knights, and Prokofiev sets this against the chorus,

He uses muted trombones in unison with the horns to obtain a harsh

quality that he originally obtained in -the film by having the brass

play the fanfare directly into the microphones in the recording

studio.

a . f tar . ford.;
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iL. 15--rokoievAlexander Ne sky, III, measures 29-32

There is a constant, ncrease in dynamic level and harmonic

compLexity unt il there comes a re-statement of the original brass

motive as. it appeared in measures seventeen and eighteen, bringing

to an end this section of the third movement.



After a Largo con rpima section of soli strings depicting the

suffering of the Russian people, the brass enter with the fanfare

of the Teutonic Knights in ominous counterpoint to the motive in

the strings. (See Figure 16.)
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Fig. 16--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, III, measures 54-59

The tension and dissonance have by now increased considerably.

The score shows an expansion of the instrum-gentation and a wider

spacing of the brasses in the fanfare motive, which is played

against a constant shifting harmonic structure in the strings. In

measures twenty-nine through thirty-three the fanfare was given by

unison horns and trombones. In this entrance it -appears in octaves
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using horns, . trombones and trumpets. The biting, piercing quality

is maintained by using senza sord. horns together with con sord.

(muted) trumpets and trombones. This combination allows for the

fact that when muted, brass instruments lose considerable body in

their sound. The open horns are filling this vacuum while allow-

ing the trumpets and trombones to supply the harshness in the fan-

fare. The counterpoint climaxes in measure fifty-nine, and Proko-

fiev adds the first trumpet, senza sord, at the very last moment

to heighten the climatic effect.

In Figure 17 the horns appear in a different setting than any

used in the entire work thus far. Here Prokofiev uses the horns to

.lY-

c-- .
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Fig. 17--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsk , III, measures 58-62

reinforce and strengthen the vocal parts. The first horn doubles

the first tenor part, the second horn doubles the second tenor
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part, and the third and fourth horns double the first and second

bass parts. There is a general crescendo from measure fifty-eight,

and the horns support the chorus against the increasing dynamic

level and complex harmonic structure in the strings.

In measure sixty-five (see Figure 18), two trombones enter

with the fanfare in what seems to become an often used practice for

Prokofiev in this work, one con sord. and one senza sord. Against

r-

it ___ 7 _ __

Trni ___

Fig. 18--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, !IT, measures 65-66

this fanfare Prokofiev uses two trumpets in a partial rhythmic

augment-Aticn of the same fanfare.

In Figure 19 the brass are used in a typical Prokofian manner.

In measure severity the horns, con sord., and trombones, senza sord.,

state the fanfare in C#A minor. Two beats later the trumpets, one

senza sord., and two con sord., state the fanfare in diminution and

Fig. - of Alexander Nevky I
oe 1 _-- - ¾

3 r1 __t - -7§7i7

Fig. 19-P' okof' ev, Alexander Nevsky, III, measures 70-74
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in the- key of E minor. In measure seventy--two .the third tromtbone

and tuba enter with the theme again. in diminution and in the tonal

level of F minor.

This polytonal treatment of the theme is in keeping with

Prokof~iev' s views on harmony. Although he strove for basically

simple harmonies, he was not against using dissonance for "de-

scriptive purposes" or for "depicting the terrible, cruel, and ugly

side of life.

The movement ends with a return to the original brass motive

as it appeared in measures nine and ten, and it seems to provide

a final testament to the inhumane and barbaric qualities possessed

by the Teutonic Knights.

"Arise, Ye Russian People"

With this section Prokofiev sets into musical terms the

Russian call to arms against the Teutonic Knights. In the opening

five measures (see Figure 20, page 39), we again see the low regis-

ter of the trumpet used *to create an individual, personal sound.

Except for the first and second trtunpet all the brass and woodwinds

are playing the same rhythmic pattern in octaves. What stands out

in this passage is the economy of means employed to gain the desired

effect. The first and second trumpet figure, as an anticipation of

the. unison syncopated figure, balances well against the other parts.

The horns are hsed as before to emphasize the choral parts, but not

so much harmonically as melodically.

7
Nes tyev, Prokofiev, p. 479.
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In measures seven and eight (see Figure 21, page 39), he uses

the first and second horns in unison to emphasize the most im-

portant notes of the melody, while leaving the tones of secondary

importance to the chorus.

In Figure 22 is used a similar technique, the trombones and

tuba now added for more emphasis, that is reserved for the im-

portant cadences on the fourth and first beats of the measure.
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Fig.. 22--Prokofiev,, Alexander Nevsky, IV, measures 21-25-

in Figure 23, page 41, the trumpets and horns in measures

twenty-eight and twenty-nine appearx in what can be termed a conven-

tional manner. The figure is like a fanfare in its appearance; and

the trumpets and horns are in thirds, a practice that dates back to

the first- use of brass instruments in classical music. Jn this

nt=P

nn
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instance it seems very appropriate to fall back on- an old estab-

lished practice because the brass instruments are doubling the

vocal parts and reaching a climax at the same time.

In measures thirty through thirty-three the horns are used

very effectively to modulate from E Flat major to D major and to

provide some feeling of inner motion as the tempo slackens its

pace.
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Fig. 23--Prokofiev, Aexander Nvsky, IV, measures 26.-33

After a slow .section which contrasts beautifully with the pre-

vious on-e, -the brass enter in measure sixty-five (Figure 24,.

page 43), where they serve. a. triple function. They effect a modu-

lation back to E Flat major, provide a return to the original tempo,

and support a change in the vocal texture as the sopranos and altos

take up the original theme.
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This is perfect integration of brasses with choral parts and

supports the total concept of rhe movement. With two well placed

notes Prokofiev. returns to the original mood of a call to arms..

This section ends with the "fanfare-like" figure found origin-

ally in measures twenty-eight and twenty-nine. Prokofiev has very

judiciously maintained his individualistic scoring of the brass

section. When he does use a well entrenched practice, he uses it

to its best advantage.
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Fig. 24---Prokofiev, Alxander Nevsky, IV, measures 65-66



"The Battle on the Ice"

This section is the culmination point of both the notion

.picture and the cantata. It is a massive movement, both in

length and content; and there can be no doubt in the mind of the

listener that the battle that took place on Lake Chud was brutal

and devastating. The- brasses are used very extensively and pro-

vide some of the most dramatic and powerful sequences.

The first entrance of the brass in Figure 25 is a statement

of the Teutonic Knights fanfare. Prokofiev uses a muted trombone

and English horn played off-stage to give it a feeling of Dis-

tance, a foreboding sound serving as a final call to battle.

Ct 
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Fig. 25--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, V, measures 13-16

In Figure 26, page 44, the- tuba is agjain used a sola and enters

%witfh a development of the original fanfare. The seo~horn and

tenor saxophone enter two measures later vithi a restatement of the

last three measures of the fanfare. The tubats development of the
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the me lends motion and is in keeping with the increasing intensity

of the battle.
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Fig. 26--Prokofiev, Alex'ander Nevsky, V, measures 20-25

Figure 27, page 45, illustrates the~ rhythmic aspect of

Prokofiev's writing that h'e himself labels motor, firmly estab-

lished in the strings and woodwinds combined with an interesting

uise of the first trumpet. The first trumpet, co sord., is used to

echo the figure played by the violins and violas. The trumpet is

the only instrument playing thi.s line; it lends an important contra-

puntal element to the momentum of the combined violin, viola, and

trumpet line-.

The motor rhythm of Prokofiev was mentioned in the preceding

paragraph; but-, as seen in Figure 28, page 46, the composer creates

anm even greater rhythmic drive by his use of the tuba (measures

fifty-one arnd fifty-two). In having the tuba play onlty the
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lig y 27--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, V, measures 36-39

downbeats and in not doubling the string bass part, which is an

entirely feasible texture, Prokofiev has reinforced the natural

"strong-weak" division of each individual beat. This serves to

increase the rhythmic energy of the beats and provides a change in

the basic feeling of the rhythmic pattern (which had remained the

same since the start of this section).

Figure 29, page 47, shows the careful attention given to tone

color and tessitura in the brass writing. The trumpets are placed

at the very bottom of their range and are.combined with the
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Fig. 28--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, V, measures 48-52

trombones. All the brass are muted, adding a harshness to the

motive, which depicts the cruelty of the battlefield. Of special

importance is the horn entrance in measure seventy-eight. Rather

than having the trumpets go up to their C#, thereby -destroying the

strength of the theme, the horns enter with the proper C#4 in the

correct octave and carry the theme to its climax.

In measure seventy-nine the third trombone drops out leaving

the horn sound to predominate. The third trombone had been the

only instrument playing senza sord.; now his exit leaves the first

and second trombone and first and third horns, con sord ., playing

against the third and fourth horns, senza sord. The tonal color of
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the muted instruments now predominates but is strengthened by the

instruments playing senza sord.

The second trumpet, con sord., takes over the role of keeping

the pulse going by offsetting the rhythmic pattern of the strings

:

r, '"' '-. 1---- t -- .---- - " '- °" '----l---.... § . Sri --- -. - _ ..- _

car. -----------r.-----'-m

'I - -1--- - = - -'

c_ 
- i

an high o s In m-re ninet- rkfi rs---t

1 t 1

inst'd of completing it in octaves. In order to offset this

change, and to retain the strength of the climax, the first trumpet
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enters, senza sord., with the original, ending of the fanfare. This

entrance of the first trumpet keeps the fanfare pushing ahead to

its climax and offsets the sustained note of the tuba and horn.

As this section progresses toward its large climax and the

entrance of the chorus, Prokofiev uses the trurapets to sustain the

emotional intensity until measure ninety-nine in Figure 31.
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Fig 31--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky , V, ne-asures 93-100
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The fanfare enters in measure .ninety-thtee; here the composer

prevein s a pr-emature climax by beginning the fanfare again in mea-

sure ninety-seven. When the full force of measure ninety-nine

arrives, Prokofiev wisely leaves the predominant rhythmic part to

the chorus, saving the trumpets until measure one hundred and

thereby making their entrance stronger.

So far the trumpets have been used in this section mainly to

state the, fanfare and provide the ominous sound associated with

the Teutonic Knights. In Figure 32 they assume the role of main-

taining the motor rhythm alternating with the French horns. This

excerpt also illustrates one of the few instances where all the

trumpets play the same rhythmic pattern.

Fig. 32--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, V, measures 118-120

Because of the dramatic association of ominous and foreboding

moods with the trumpets, the use of the first -trumpet in Figure 33,

page 51, markedly -stands out. Thstreatment certainly is not new,

but it takes on new dimensions because of Prokofiev's characteristic
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uses of the trumpet to this point. It is also the first use of a

trumpet doubling a .woodwind instrument.

In Figure 34, page 52, can be seen a combination of the brass

motive first heard in the second section, measure seventeen, with

2 - --
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rig. 33--Pokofiev, Alexander aNevsky, VP measures 129-131

the Knights' fanfare. Against the Full orchestra and chQrus these

brass moetives maintain their fuill individuality and dominant posi-

tion with respect to the-total ensemble.

F gure 35, page 53, is an exa y-1U. of P.rokofievI s excellent

integration of dynamics with instrumentation. Instead of just

using dynamic markings, which are relative, Prokofiev, through the

addition and deletion of instruments, obtains a more positive con-

trol over the dynamics.
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Measure 188 begins forte with the trumpet ertrarce indicating

a crescendo into measure 189. To compensate for the tuba's de--

crease to mezzo piano, dne trumpet states the theme, and only the
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F'ig. 35--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, V, measures 188-1.91

first and second horn continue past measure 188. This provides the

momentum going into measure 189 but not the heaviness thatwol

result if both trumpets and all. four horns had continued unfil. the

key change in measure 192.

Prokofiev returns to a polytonal harmonic structure 1i Figure

36, page 54. Against a key center of B-:Flat in the strIngs and
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woodwinds, the fanfare enters in C# minor. This polytonal

technique is also used within the brass section, as seen in Figure

3'7 below.

LI-I -~ - 1

Fig. 37--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, V, measures 294-298

The fanfare has been stated in the key of 'G# minor by the

second an.d third trumpet when the tuba, _first trumpet, and horns

enter with the same theme in G minor. Such polytonal treatment of

the fanfare is very effective, as it keeps the listener_ conscious

of the nature of the invaders while depicting musically what was

earlier shown on the motion picture screen.

A different treatment of this same fanfare can be seen in

Fig .ure 38, page 56. Rhythmically it is both a diminutiorn and an

augme-ntation of the original., but a greater interest lies in the

mel:odic structure-. The them~e is first stated _senza gsord by two

trumpet s and two trombones, and the listener expects it to be

carried to its normal conclusioan- but in measure 257 instead of

leaping a perfect fif th to C#, the motive descends a ininor- sixth

to Natural. This alteration is in keeping with the dynamic
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change which occurs in measure 258, but it still keeps the listen-

er's interest by the sudden leap downward. Harmonically, the fan-

fare is in G# minor, played against a tonal center of B-Flat major.

In measure 260 appears the first true use of an "echo" effect by

Prokofiev. The fanfare is played in its same configuration, but it

is now muted. He has kept the polytonal aspect in the "echo"- by

stating it in F minor against a tonal center of D major. With the

change of only one tone, Prokofiev has given the fanfare a new

character and kept the listener interested in its development.

In the final climatic moments of this panorama, the brass

serve as a bridge between the strings and woodwinds. In Figure 39,

page 58, the trombones, by their pyramiding figure, and the trumpets,

by their change in registers, support the ascending string passage

and seem to make the woodwinds' descending passage a logical out-

growth of what has preceeded. The whole structure in this passage

seems to be perfectly integrated to provide a very strong, iuified
climax.

Prokofiev plainly expounds upon the capabilities of the brass

section by reversing their role, as shown in Figure 40, page 59. Un-

til this point the brass have depicted boldness, strength, and

cruelty. In this final entrance before the "Field of the Dead, "

the brass form the link between the ferocity of battle and the

grief that ultimately follows. In the short space of six measures

Prokofiev proves that the brass section is just as capable of

tender passages as of those portraying the opposite end of the

emotional- spectrum.
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Fig. 40-Prokofev, Alexander Nevky, V, measures 349-357

The "Battle on the Ice" has shown the importance that Prokofev

assigned to the brass section. Every brass entrance plays an

important role in the overall scope of the movement. His selection

of instruments, use of mutes,and use of doublings are consistent

with the descriptive nature and emotional mood of this movement.

"Ale-xander' s Entry into Pskov"

The final movement of the cantata is the most melodramatic,

and for the most part -the brass play a subservient role to the rest

of the orchestra and chorus. With the first chord Prokofiev estab-

fishes a tri umph~nt4- mood signalling the victorious return of Prince

Nevsky. The power of the first, chord, both musically and psycho-

logically, is provided by the brass section, as can be seen in.

Figure 41, page 60. The horn parts are doubled on perfect intervals

rather than forming a complete chord, and this voicing contributes

hea.:v.ily to the strength of the complete chord.
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Fig. 41--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, VII, measures 1-10

After the first measure the horns provide a feeling of mo-

tion and offset the sustained notes of the strings and chorus.

Even though from its initial entrance the chorus plays the main

role in this opening section, the brass entrance in measure five

strengthens the feeling of victory by its entrance with the percus-

sion. This serves to keep the texture full wrhen the alti, _tenor,

and bassi drop out for two beats, allowing them to make a fresh,

powerful entrance in measure six.
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WTith thd trumpet entrance in Figure 42 the mood changes from

a statement of victory to one of celebration. For the first time

the trumpets are used in a strictly harmonic role, and their stac-

cato articulation i-s in keeping with the predominant mood of

gaiety..

Fig. 42--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevsky, VII, measures 21-26

In Figure 43 the first and second trumpet appear in a texture

that has not been used previously .

Fig.. 43--Prok ofiev, A.exandcr Nevsky, VTI; measures 53-54

The melodic line is cdiviided between the first and second trum-

pet with a partial overlapping to provide continuity. Most

probably this alternation was used in order to provide the first

trumpet with a few well deserved beats of rest. The pause is

momentary, and it is the first trumpet that carries the line to its

conclusion.

In Figure 44, page 62, the final climax beg ins, and the horns

enter with a countermelody that is easily recogniizable as standard

practice in this finale-type setting. This is the only instance in
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the entire cantata where Prokofiev has not managed to alter a

standard practice and put his own stamp of individuality on it.
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rig. 44--Prokofiev, Alexander Nevscy, VII, measures 95-102

Thes. cantata ends in a typically grandiose fashion with the

full orchestra and chorus. The counter-melody, as seen in Figure

45, page 63, in the first and second trombone is basically related

to the original Teutonic.Knights fanfare, and its chromatic rise

leads directly and effectively into the last chord of the piece.
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SUMMARY A ND CONCLUSIONS

this research problem has shown the means by which Prokofiev

has obtained a unique sound by his writing for the brass section

in Alexander Nevsky, and how the brasses are used in relation to

the rest of the orchestra. Throughout 'the work he has succeeded

in maintaining a creative individuality that he considered to be

of the utmost importance. "The cardinal virtue 'of my life has

always been the search for originality. I hate imitation. I

hate hackneyed methods. I do no't want to wear anyone s mask. I

want always to be myself."3 The fact that he maintained this

irdividuality in a very nationalistic setting. is a further tribute

to his skill and creativity.

In Prokofiev' s writing for the tuba can be found the most

effective use of a single instrument in the entire work. Through-

out the work the tuba is employed in many different settings, but

it always maintains its individuality. Prokofiev realized the

capabilities of the tuba and assigned it a very important role in

the overall cont ext of the work,

The tuba not only performs its traditional role in the brass

section, but. appear s as a solo ins trum±ent in several passages not

1 Nestyev, Prokofev, p. 466.

64
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normally associated with the tuba. In the second secti on the tuba

is delicately balanced against the stririgs in a texture that

evokes a strong feeling of Russian nationalism. In the fif th

section, "The Battle on the Ice," the tuba is used in such a way

that it is the most predominant bass instrument, also playing an

important part -in the, thematic development of this section., As a

rhythmic instrument, the tuba constitutes an integral factor in

purveying the motor element so important in Prokofiev r s writing.

Through the examples given, it can be seen that ' Prokofie V7

treated the tuba as a very important voice in the overa:li compo-si--

tional structure of the work and did not merely assign to it the

traditional role of providing depth to the brass tutti sections.

In creating new orchestral colors and voicings, Prokofiev has

shown that he, once again, gave the tuba careful cons ideratio as

a means to an end.

The feeling of vast spaces aid bleakness in the beginning of

the first section is due to the unique doubling of the tuba and

first violins at an interval of four octaves.

In the second section, '"The Crusaders in Pskov," th e doubling

of the third trumpet and tuba at an interval of two octaves pro-

vides a sound that descriptively portrays the veiled treachery of

the Teutonic Knights. This figure appears in several other move-

ments and always stands out no matter how full the orchestration.

It is also in this second section that Prokofiev. consistently

uses muted and open brass together. By so doing, he is able to

produce a coloring that is very graphic and allows him to obtain



exacting dynaiamic lvels. In some instances the sa type of

instrument is used muted and open simultaneously na t to

controlling dynamics, this technique allows Prokofiev to create a

harsh timbre very indicative of the mood of battle.

In his use of the trumpet's low register, Prokofiev has taken

advantage of a little--used range on that instrument. In this

tessitura Prokofiev has discovered a tonal quality that integrates

well with the nature of the piece, and ore that is very unique. In

many sections of the work he uses this low register in conjunction

with the horns to intensify the descriptive power of a pLassage.

Also, as a direct result of this use of the low register, the

trumpet writing in the normal range assumes added dimensions. In

a like er a-m, when the brass do appear in a traditional setting,

they are much more effec ive because of the contrast with Pro-

kofiev is special treatment of them.~

Not only in the orhcestr.al writio do the brasses play a

significant' role, but also in the choral sections of the work.

The brass writing does not hinder the chorus in any way; there are,

in fact, several instances in which it adds strength and emphasis .

In the first section the brass are doubled with the vocal line

to reinforce a particu.ar timbre or quality. In. the fourth sec-

tion, "lArise, Ye Russian People," the brass provide the rhythmic

impetus for the chorus arnd also provide harmonic support.

The conclusion to be drawn from this analysis of Alexander

Nevsky is that the orchestral brass instruments are treated in
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significant -compositional txtures, each of which is capable of

its own emotional expresin Furthermore, they are uniu.e and

indispensable in thIL 'powerful a.n moving composition, a testament

to the creative genius of Prokofiev,
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